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L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

After studying this chapter you should be able to:
■■ Explain different models of public relations
■■ Understand situation analysis, communication strategies, channels and tools, and  
publics and stakeholders

■■ Demonstrate techniques for writing media releases, backgrounders, fact sheets and  
position papers

■■ Explain transparency in organisations, and the way in which internal and  
external communications are linked

■■ Demonstrate the use of concise, clear, cool, concrete and concerned language in  
crisis communication
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Communicating in the 21st Century 552

Context of public relations 
communication
‘Public communication is the communication of ideas to the broader public.’ That’s per-
ilously close to a circular definition, so we need to go further. Public communication 
is the communication of ideas by organisations to the broader public. It is similar to, 
but different from, other areas of communication, such as customer communication, 
organisational communication and media communication (see online chapter ‘Media and 
 communication’).

There are, in fact, interesting overlaps and synergies emerging between these areas, just 
as there are interesting overlaps and synergies between public communication on the one 
hand and advertising, marketing and consumer behaviour on the other. And just as in 
other chapters we look at audiences rather than the audience for documents and spoken 
communication, and demographic segments rather than monolithic markets for media, so 
too we will look at publics rather than a monolithic public.

Public communication is most directly associated with the field of public relations, and 
in this chapter we will explore different aspects of public relations techniques, such as 
writing news releases and crisis communication. Before we begin looking at techniques, 
however, we should explore the context of public relations and public communication.

Detractors of public relations see it as a field (or profession) that is economical with the 
truth — that is, in plain English, it is about lying and spin (Isikoff & Corn 2007; Moore 
2007; Stauber & Rampton 2002; Kurtz 1998; Pitcher 2004; L’Etang 1997; Baggini 2010; 
Ewen 1999). In effect, these critics are saying that PR has a ‘PR problem’ (Callison 2001). 
For example, Turner, Bonner and Marshall (2000, pp. 29–30) in their analysis of ‘the pro-
duction of celebrity’ in the media have noted the impact and growth of the public relations 
industry:

It has become commonplace today for discussions of contemporary culture to emphasise the 
cultural and economic centrality of various forms of publicity: advertising, promotion, mar-
keting and public relations. Within the academic literature, Andrew Wernick’s phrase — ‘promo-
tional culture’ — provides a handy means of referencing the full range of activities performed 
by what John Hartley has sardonically called ‘the smiling professions’ .  .  .

A more widely understood but, lately, less strictly accurate label for a similar range of activi-
ties, still conventionally used in most public and media commentary, is that of ‘public relations’. 
Bob Franklin, in his 1997 critique of contemporary journalism in Britain, refers to the growth 
of ‘public relations’, including ‘government, party and industry-group press offices, agency and 
in-house corporate communications, and .  .  . the public relations staff which even charities and 
voluntary organizations now employ’. Like many media commentators, within the academy and 
elsewhere, he criticises the degree to which the practice of journalism is being contaminated 
from outside. The ‘fourth estate’ [the press] is in danger of being overwhelmed by the ‘fifth 
estate’, the growing number of ‘PR merchants and spin doctors’ influencing the news agenda .  .  . 
In his account of the contemporary situation, Franklin cites the editor of the British magazine 
PR Week who estimates that over 50% of the content of every section (except sport) of every 
broadsheet newspaper would be PR-generated.

This penetration of PR releases into the mainstream media appears to be quite substan-
tial (Turner 2006, p. 232):

A government-funded study which tracked the takeup rate of press releases emanating from 
government departments in Queensland .  .  . established that an alarming amount of press release 
material is run without corroboration and in some cases without any significant changes in 
wording. In [this] study, 279 press releases from government were traced; 200 were taken up by 

Spin: the angle, emphasis or 
distortion put on an event or 
person in order to influence 
public opinion
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Chapter 17  Public communication 553

newspapers, 140 of them without significant changes 
in wording. Clara Zawawi’s (1994) study of public rela-
tions activities in newspapers (i.e. stories which could 
be identified as being sourced through press releases) 
found levels up to 65 per cent of total content in The 
Sydney Morning Herald and up to 93 per cent in the 
business section of The  Australian. The business press 
is particularly culpable in this regard, and the evidence 
suggests it is virtually in the capture of its sources .  .  .

The defenders of public relations argue that while 
there is some truth in this view, it plays a small part only. 
Grunig and Hunt (1984), for example, put forward four 
models of public relations communication (table 17.1). 
These four models can be understood as being either 
one-way or two-way, being concerned or not concerned 
with truth, and being symmetric or strategic (with public 

relations campaigns feeding back into policy making) or asymmetric (with public relations 
campaigns being primarily concerned with maintaining the status quo).

The publicity model (or press agentry) was pioneered by PT Barnum, the nineteenth-
century circus impresario, who said ‘there’s no such thing as bad publicity’. He was a 
pioneer in creating what Boorstin (1992) called ‘pseudo-events’, or events staged primarily 
to attract media coverage: mock marriages between celebrities, press conferences, political 
debates and photo opportunities. (Boorstin defined a celebrity as someone ‘famous for 
being famous’.)

This is the world of the ‘celebrity industry’, which encompasses not only entertainers but 
increasingly also athletes and politicians (Gamson 1994; Andrews & Jackson 2001; Wilson 
2001; Summers and Morgan 2008). Within press agentry, communication is one-way (from 
creator to the public), truth is not essential, and the primary purpose is propaganda.

The public information model is also a one-way process, but here truth is essential. This 
is the largest area of public relations by output and personnel, and is primarily concerned 
with disseminating information. Information is never purely neutral, of course, and con-
tains significant persuasive content.

Publicity (press 
agentry) Public information

Two-way 
asymmetric Two-way symmetric

Purpose Propaganda Dissemination of 
information

Scientific 
persuasion

Mutual 
understanding

Nature of 
communication

One-way; truth 
not essential

One-way; truth 
important

Two-way; 
imbalanced

Two-way; balanced

Where 
practised

Sports, theatre, 
product 
promotion

Government, 
nonprofit 
organisations, 
structured companies

Competitive Regulated business 
and modern 
flat-structure 
companies

Examples Celebrity 
coverage, photo 
opportunities, 
pseudo-events

Media releases on 
government policy, 
position papers, 
background articles 
on websites

Public health 
campaigns, 
political 
campaigns

Food retailers 
against GM foods, 
political parties’ use 
of market research 
for policy re-design

Percentage of 
market

15% 50% 20% 15%

Sources: Adapted from Grunig and Hunt (1984); Grunig and Grunig (2002); Tymson, Lazar and Lazar (2002); Philips and 
Young (2009).

The penetration of press 
releases into the media is 
quite high, with many press 
releases being reused 
largely ‘as is’.

Publicity model: characterised 
by one-way communication 
in which truth is not essential; 
press agentry
Pseudo-event: an event staged 
primarily to attract media 
coverage

Public information model: 
characterised by one-way 
communication in which truth 
is essential

 TABLE 17.1  Four models of 
public relations
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Communicating in the 21st Century 554

Two-way asymmetric communication includes campaigns to change public behaviour, as 
well as political campaigns. Two-way symmetric communication means the organisation 
sending out the messages is not simply an unchanging entity wishing to change others; it 
also responds to feedback from the outside world to change its own policies. Examples of 
this would be a supermarket chain that picks up on public concern about genetically modi-
fied foods, changes its policy (‘we won’t stock GM foods any more’), and then communicates 
that change to the public (‘we’re not stocking GM foods’); and political parties that use 
market research and public relations techniques to assess public attitudes, and then change 
policies accordingly (Theaker 2001). This last model of public relations is strategic — that 
is, it does not simply employ superior communication skills to express management policy, 
but in fact feeds back into and changes management policy (see chapter 10). Grunig and 
Grunig (2002, pp. 37–39) note:

PR is [not just] a technical support function for other management functions .  .  . PR is a unique 
management function that helps an organisation interact with the social and political com-
ponents of its environment. These components make up the institutional environment of an 
organisation which consists of publics who affect the ability of the organisation to accomplish 
its goals and who expect organisations to help them accomplish their own goals. Organisations 
solve problems for society, but they also create problems for society. As a result, organisations 
are not autonomous units free to make money or to accomplish other goals they set for them-
selves. They are interdependent with stakeholders. They have relationships with individuals and 
groups that help set the goals they choose, define what the organisation is and does, and affect 
the success of its strategic decisions and behaviours .  .  .

Excellent PR units do not de-emphasise the traditional technical skills of PR, such as writing 
and preparing materials for the media and for publications, writing speeches, working with 
the media or developing audio-visual materials and websites .  .  . They integrate this technical 
knowledge into a framework of managerial knowledge. They conduct formative research to 
develop programmes and evaluative research to measure the results .  .  .

Excellent PR professionals do not just adapt themselves to the organisational conditions that 
affect PR, conditions such as organisational culture, structure, the system of internal communi-
cation and the situation for women and employees with diverse backgrounds. Rather they help 
to shape these underlying conditions of organisational excellence. Excellent PR departments 
do not flourish in authoritarian cultures, mechanical structures, asymmetrical communication 
systems and organisational conditions that devalue women and minorities.

In this model, the PR practitioner takes on the role of an organisational activist, 
someone who is willing to challenge the paradigms of the organisation (Holtzhausen & 
Voto 2002) and who acts as the early warning system to help the organisation avoid 
crises.

The PR model used in an organisation depends on a mix of factors, including:
■■ management policy and objectives
■■ internal politics and empire building
■■ prevailing combinations of idealism, realism and cynicism
■■ attitudes of those inside the organisation towards those outside the organisation
■■ the willingness (or unwillingness) of those inside the organisation to perceive just what 
is going on outside the organisation.
Hutton (1999) suggests that the Grunig and Hunt models are too narrow to adequately 

describe the field of public relations, suggesting instead that public relations is really about 
managing strategic relationships, which can be understood in the following terms.
■■ Interest. To what degree is the public relations function focused on the client’s inter-
ests rather than the public interest? (At one extreme lies a philosophy of ‘the public be 
damned’; at the other extreme lies a belief that the public’s interest should supersede the 
client’s interests.)

Two-way asymmetric model: 
characterised by two-way 
communication, but with little 
chance of feedback into the 
sending organisation
Two-way symmetric model: 
characterised by two-
way communication, with 
messages feeding back 
into sending organisation to 
change that organisation
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Chapter 17  Public communication 555

■■ Initiative. To what extent is the public relations function reactive versus proactive? 
(Proactive practitioner techniques include stakeholder surveys, communication audits, 
crisis planning, issues management and strategic communications planning.)

■■ Image. To what extent is the organisation focused on perception versus reality, or image 
versus substance? (US President Richard Nixon’s strategy during the Watergate scandal — 
‘let’s PR it’ — might be one end of this continuum while an anonymous corporate gift to 
a charitable organisation might represent the other end.)
Other writers, such as Guth and Marsh (2003, p. 10), suggest that public relations is 

more meaningfully understood as one element of a three-part entity called ‘integrated 
marketing communications’ that embraces:
■■ Public relations — the management of relationships between an organisation and its 
publics

■■ Advertising — the use of controlled media (media in which one pays for the privilege 
of dictating message content, placement and frequency) in an attempt to influence the 
actions of targeted publics

■■ Marketing — the process of researching, creating, refining and promoting a product or 
service and distributing that product or service to targeted consumers.

What do PR practitioners  
actually do?
Public relations practitioners can work within organisations, as freelancers or part of spe-
cialised public relations companies that provide services to other organisations. Typical 
duties of a  practitioner today include (Tymson, Lazar & Lazar 2002, p. 56):

■■  advising management on strategy and policy 
issues

■■  developing a company’s or an organisation’s 
public relations program

■■ answering public and media enquiries
■■  conducting internal communication courses, 
public relations workshops and media training

■■  advising the media of newsworthy events and 
arranging coverage

■■ issuing news releases and statements
■■  organising special events such as open days, 
tours and exhibitions

■■  writing and publishing newsletters, house 
 magazines, annual reports, pamphlets and other 
publications

■■  monitoring public opinion and the organi-
sation’s image and suggesting action where 
 necessary

■■  assisting in editing and production of organisation documents and submissions
■■  assisting the media at organisation meetings and news conferences
■■ overseeing and coordinating production of film or audiovisual material
■■ writing speeches
■■ speaking to the public
■■ designing and preparing content for websites
■■ managing stakeholder communication during an issue or crisis incident
■■ preparing internal communication materials.

PR practitioners perform a 
variety of roles. In addition 
to organising events and 
advising the media of 
interview opportunities, PR 
practitioners work to ensure 
that news conferences run 
as smoothly as possible. 
They can, at times, also be 
actively involved in crisis 
management.
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Who are PR practitioners 
communicating with?
In other parts of this book, we talk about message receivers, persuadees, customers (external 
and internal) and audiences (see online chapter ‘Media and communication’) — people who 
are the targets of the messages we are trying to convey. With public communication, 
we are concerned with the broader community outside the organisation’s boundaries, so 
it makes sense to talk about ‘the public’ as a monolithic audience. PR practitioners some-
times go further than this and talk about ‘stakeholders’, ‘constituencies’ and ‘publics’.

These terms suggest that people outside the organisation are not simply passive targets 
of messages, but may in fact be more directly and actively involved in the organisation via 
two-way symmetric communication. Consider, for example, the publics (note the plural), 
also known as stakeholders or constituencies. These are individuals or groups interested 
in what it is that an organisation does, but even more so, which also either affect or are 
affected by the activities of that organisation (Mitchell, Agle & Wood 1997; Seitel 2010). 
A public may have a stake in an organisation, but it is not necessarily consciously aware 
that it has that stake.

This movement away from the idea of a monolithic public to specialised publics is 
further complicated by demographic, psychographic and market segmentation categories 
(Okigbo & Nelson 2003). Within publics, of particular interest are opinion leaders — or 
persons whose knowledge, prestige and status are particularly powerful in leading opinion 
and value formation within publics (Chaney 2001).

Typical publics of an organisation include:
■■ Shareholders — large or small, individual or corporate; people who may invest in the 
organisation for a variety of reasons and a variety of terms
 – Future shareholders

■■ Investors — different from shareholders, and can include banks and various others
 – Future investors

■■ Staff and management
 – Current — since the assets of companies now consist of people who share in the proc-
esses of making, selling and then servicing the needs of customers, it is of course 
vital that the best staff are recruited, trained and then retained. A major part in this is 
played by superior communication.

 – Future — organisations with poor awareness and/or poor reputations find it hard to 
attract, as well as retain, the right staff

 – Past — increasingly valuable, this group provides a strong reference for an organisa-
tion’s reputation

■■ Customers
 – Current — those acquiring goods and/or services from the organisation (consumers, 
equipment users, clients, students, congregations)

 – Future — those who might acquire goods and/or services from the organisation
 – Past — those who have acquired goods and/or services from the organisation (persons 
using older equipment, graduates)

■■ Suppliers — those who provide raw materials, components, inputs. Often put into the 
background by businesses, this is a very important stakeholder group, and to fail to keep 
in close touch with them can risk severe consequences.

■■ Governments — at all levels and in most countries comprising local, state and fed-
eral constituencies, including both elected politicians and the large numbers of public 
servants that advise and support them. Organisations and government are often inter-
dependent, with an organisation providing a stream of taxes, rates and employment 
opportunities, whereas governments have the power to reciprocate with an extensive 

Public: an individual or group 
outside an organisation 
interested in what goes on 
inside that organisation 
and in the outputs of that 
organisation; also known 
as a constituency or 
stakeholder; targets of public 
communication messages
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Chapter 17  Public communication 557

array of regulations and laws, as well as tax concessions, relief and exemptions, grants, 
subsidies and export assistance.

■■ Media — local, metropolitan, national, international; separated into print and electronic; 
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly publications

■■ Unions and labour
■■ Secondary customers — organisations and businesses dependent on business from an 
organisation’s staff (e.g. sandwich shop, local banks, schools)

■■ Neighbours — organisations and households that are geographically close to an 
 organisation

■■ Partners in joint ventures.
Stakeholders, publics and constituencies also include opponents, critics, rivals and 

 enemies — an organisation may not like them, but they may provide invaluable insights 
and feedback that an organisation’s friends and staff cannot, or will not, give. These 
include ‘limiter’ publics, such as:
■■ competitors
■■ pressure groups
■■ watchdog organisations
■■ hostile bloggers (Eunson & Warner 2000; Hendrix 2007; Whitaker, Ramsay & Smith 
2009).

PR campaigns
An organised public relations communication exercise of significant scale is called a 
campaign. Typically, a campaign involves a number of aspects or phases (figure 17.1).

Situation analysis

Goals and objectives

Research

Target audience/publics

Communication strategy

Budget

Results

Evaluation

Situation analysis
A situation analysis sets the scene. It is designed for audiences such as clients who might 
be paying for or allocating resources for the campaign, but it should also compel its 
writers (PR practitioners) to clarify just what it is that the campaign is meant to achieve. 
Analysis includes (Tucker, Derelian & Rouner 1997, p. 15):
■■ a focus statement describing the issue in terms of its potential as an organisational 
threat or opportunity

Campaign: an organised public 
relations communication 
exercise of significant scale

 FIGURE 17.1  A public 
communication campaign 
structure
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Communicating in the 21st Century 558

■■ an assessment of groups involved (and likely to be affected by the issue) and their per-
ceptions, probable position on the issue and behavioural inclinations

■■ an analysis of factors working for and against the focus statement
■■ an analysis of the direction in which the issues appear to be headed.
Typical situation analyses, and some of the strategies used, include those listed in 

table 17.2.

SITUATION ANALYSIS STRATEGIES

A British tea company was losing market share 
to its main competitor, which used its charismatic 
founder to visit Australia every six months and 
promote his cheaper brand. Supermarkets were 
currently introducing their own home brands, 
limiting shelf space.

The company concerned was coming up to its 
300th anniversary, so a year-long campaign was 
planned, focused on the current British manager, 
the tenth generation of tea makers for the brand. 
The focus was to be on expertise and quality.

A western Sydney council noted that many of 
its citizens had lower than average incomes and 
higher than average levels of lifestyle-related 
poor health. With insufficient public transport, 
local residents also had a high reliance on cars.

The council had been developing a cycle-way 
network and decided to promote it via a free 
bicycle lending scheme, which meant that for a 
one-off fee of $25 (which covered the cost of a 
helmet to keep) residents could borrow a bicycle 
for free for a period of up to two months, which 
could be extended after a mechanical service 
and check at headquarters.

A vegetarian products company wanted to boost 
sales of its products, which were hampered 
by low awareness and limited demand for 
vegetarian dishes.

A vegetarian radio personality was enlisted 
to promote vegetarian cooking on all media, 
and a vegetarian cookbook, featuring her on 
the cover at a barbeque, handling tongs, was 
printed. The issue was linked to global warming, 
demonstrating that vegetarian fare was ‘Better 
for you, better for the planet’.

Source: Adapted from UTS: Library (nd).

Goals and objectives
Just what is the campaign meant to achieve? To be successful, a campaign needs to answer 
this question; and the answer lies in the development of goals and objectives. These typi-
cally include communication of a message, message retention by the audience, message 
acceptance by the audience, attitude formation or change, and overt behaviour change 
(Grunig & Hunt 1984) (table 17.3).

Content for public relations objectives Example

Communication To generate campaign message exposure with 
20 per cent of the target public by 31 January

Message retention To generate campaign message retention by 20 per cent 
of the target public by 31 January

Message acceptance To generate acceptance of campaign message by 
20 per cent of the target public by 31 January

Attitude formation or change To increase numbers of the target audience who intend to 
change behaviour by 20 per cent by 31 January

Overt behaviour change To increase numbers of the target public who change or 
begin a new behaviour by 20 per cent by 31 January

Source: Adapted from Grunig and Hunt (1984, p. 134).

 TABLE 17.2  Situation 
analyses, with matching 
strategies

 TABLE 17.3  Five types of 
content for public relations 
objectives
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Research
A good definition of research would be ‘getting the facts before the facts get you’ (see 
chapter 3). Research methods involved in a campaign might include (Daymon 2010; 
Stacks 2002):
■■ identifying and analysing existing data relevant to the target publics (secondary data 
search)

■■ creating new data via quantitative and qualitative methods, and then analysing them 
(primary data search)

■■ market research
■■ questionnaires
■■ interviews
■■ focus groups (face to face and online) — groups selected by random or nonrandom 
means participating in structured discussions, led by a facilitator

■■ observation — observing groups and individuals from publics (e.g. meetings of consumer 
activist groups, annual general meetings)

■■ document analysis (e.g. reading meeting minutes, reports,  correspondence).

Communication strategy
After situation analysis, the setting of goals and objectives, research and the identification 
of target audiences or publics, comes the task of sending messages through the most effec-
tive channels. This is the phase of devising a communication strategy. How strategy can 
be linked to publics via messages, tools and channels is shown in figure 17.2. Examples of 
channels and tools are given overleaf.

Strategy Channels Publics

Tools

Message

Media kit
 FIGURE 17.2  Linking strategy 
to publics via messages, 
tools and channels
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The key part of a communication strategy is creating the optimal mix of channels, 
media or approaches. Different channels include:
■■ radio
■■ television
■■ print media (mass-circulation newspapers, magazines, trade/industry journals)
■■ internet
■■ direct mail, email
■■ exhibits (trade show displays, campaign buttons/badges)
■■ social media (blogs, Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, YouTube)
■■ briefings, speeches, presentations (Newsom & Carroll 2010).
It may also be useful to talk of different tools being used to target channels. Such tools 

might include (Shin & Cameron 2003):
■■ print documents, such as media releases, backgrounders, positions papers, fact sheets
■■ media/press kits, which might be folders containing documents and also marketing arte-
facts, such as stickers, T-shirts, badges, video recordings, audio recordings, CD-ROMs, 
DVDs, posters, pens, mouse pads

■■ press tours, entertaining, golf, presents.
The line between channels and tools can become blurred, but the main thing to note is 

that communication strategy depends on matching messages with tools and channels in 
order to most effectively target publics (refer back to figure 17.2).

Budget, results and evaluation
The final sections of a campaign relate to numbers: how much it will cost (considered before 
the campaign) and how it went (considered after the campaign). The budget is the crucial 
factor in determining the quantity and quality of tools and channels used, and it may also 
restrict the number of publics that can be targeted. It is certainly an essential factor for PR 
practitioners and their clients when it comes to evaluating the  campaign (Kates & Scholem 
2001). The results and evaluation data are important not only in relation to the campaign 
from which they emerged, but also as feedback and data vital to the  preparation of future 
campaigns, forming the basis of new situation analyses (see figure 17.1 earlier in the chapter).

Public communication documents
We have seen that some of the key tools of public communication are documents. Let’s 
now explore techniques for writing such documents: media releases, backgrounders, posi-
tion papers and fact sheets.

Media releases
Perhaps the most basic written tool for communicating with the media is the media release, 
which is also known as the press release or news release. A well-written media release 
reads like a newspaper article or electronic media story, containing statements of fact 
and of opinion — opinions usually being given in the form of a direct quote. Whereas a 
 journalist has to quote a source word for word, the writer of a press release can create 
words ostensibly spoken by a person, and then ask that person to approve the words. The 
basic structure of a media release is as follows (Tymson, Lazar & Lazar 2002, p. 503):
1. Headline
2. Lead
3. Body
4. End.

A typical media release is shown in figure 17.3.

Tools: the means of getting 
messages to channels

Media release: a document 
issued to media setting out 
facts and opinions about a 
situation
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 FIGURE 17.3  Sample media release
Source: Adapted from Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (2010), ‘Beware: the 10 scams of Christmas’, media release, 8 December, www.accc.gov.au.

Beware: the 10 scams of Christmas1

Christmas is a busy time for most people – including scammers looking for a festive bonus by 
creaming money or personal details off unsuspecting consumers.2

‘Although scammers are always around, they have greater opportunity at Christmas to sneak 
under the radar of consumers who are busy with trying to buy the perfect present or arrange 
their summer holidays,’ warned Australian Competition and Consumer Commission deputy chair 
Peter Kell.

‘That’s why the ACCC has launched a Christmas SCAMwatch alert reminding consumers to bolster 
their defences.’

Scams around at this time of the year include:
1. Holiday scams: scammers approach victims on their holidays offering expensive memberships 

to scam travel clubs and fake discount hotel vouchers
2. Flight booking scams: where consumers think they have booked flights online but the website 

they booked through is fake and so are their bookings
3. Online shopping scams: the perfect gift is purchased online, but never arrives
4. Romance scams: if someone you have met online asks you for money as a result of some 

misfortune it may be a scam
5. Charity scams: charities often seek donations at this time of year – scammers try to camouflage 

themselves as genuine charities sites and capitalise on consumers’ generosity
6. Telephone scams: particularly prevalent and varied this year including cold calls claiming 

computers infected by viruses, offering fake government grants or seeking bank details in order 
to ‘process’ a bank fee or tax refund

7. Weight loss scams: for those anxious to shed Christmas kilos, ‘miracle’ weight loss scams may 
be attractive – be wary

8. Door to door scams: an easy way to shop or lose money? Some traders are legitimate but 
others may sell poor quality products with no guarantees

9. Visa scams: when trying to help a friend or family member to visit from overseas in time for 
Christmas, these ‘guaranteed services’ may not be all the seem

10. Lottery scams: out of the blue winnings from a lottery you never entered? Scammers ask for 
money to ‘process’ your win but you will never receive the money.3

Full details about how these scams operate and how to protect yourself are available from the 
SCAMwatch website.4

Media inquiries
■■ Ms Lin Enright, Media, (02) 6243 1108 or 0414 613 520

General enquiries
■■ Infocentre 1300 302 502

Release # NR 266/10
Issued: 8th December 20105

Links
■■ SCAMwatch radar — http://www.scamwatch.gov.au/content/index.phtml?itemId=814140

1. Headline. The headline 
in a media release 
should be catchy 
and informative.

2. Lead. The lead in 
a media release 
needs to convey the 
central message of 
the release clearly. 
It should not be 
too long, and it 
should encourage 
the reader to keep 
reading the release.

3. Body. The majority of 
the information in the 
release is contained 
in the body. This 
section of a media 
release should be 
laid out clearly (e.g. 
a numbered list is 
used in this particular 
release) and often 
includes quotes 
from a spokesperson 
and other relevant 
information (e.g. 
statistics).

4. End. Details about 
how to obtain 
further information, 
including contact 
details for a public 
relations officer/
spokesperson, are 
included at the end 
of a media release. 
A link to a website is 
also included here 
for this purpose.

5. Publication date. The 
issue date for a media 
release is always 
included. Some media 
releases include 
a press embargo. 
The information 
in such releases 
cannot be published 
until a certain date, 
or until certain 
conditions are met.
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Media releases are usually no longer than one page, and it is wise not to let them go 
beyond two pages. When writing a media release, you need to ask yourself questions such 
as the following:
■■ Is it really news you are talking about? Why should the media bother to read your 
release, or to act on it? Just because you think that the content is important is not 
enough. You’ve got to ask yourself: what’s in it for them?

■■ Does it have an angle? That is, is there a ‘hook’ or feature that will interest readers, 
listeners and viewers of media? Does it have a local angle? You may end up writing 
more than one release relating to the same event or item, with each version targeted to 
a different audience.

■■ Is it written in plain language? The text should be free of jargon and specialised references.
■■ Is it addressed to the real audience? Your audience is not your boss, but an editor 
(Newsom & Haynes 2010) who acts as a media gatekeeper. This very busy person will 
probably give your release consideration for about ten seconds before moving on to the 
rest of the pile (figure 17.4).

■■ Does it meet (or come close to) meeting the journalist’s criteria for a good story? That 
is, does it answer the 5W and H questions of what, why, when, who, where and how? 
(Mahoney 2008).

What gatekeepers like in a media release What gatekeepers don’t like in a media release

■■ A clear, concise statement
■■ Exclusives
■■ Their readers and viewers
■■ Professional behaviour
■■ Celebrities
■■ Honesty
■■ Hooks
■■ Local angles
■■ Strong visuals
■■ Real news

■■ People who won’t take no for an answer
■■ Hype in the place of news
■■ Gimmicks
■■ Interruption at a deadline
■■ Explaining the business to neophytes
■■ Being second. They hate being third.
■■ Story ideas that have no audience hook
■■ Being bypassed
■■ Interruptions at the start of the day
■■ ‘Think pieces’

To reach your publics, you have to go through these publics of one. Therefore, don’t kill 
or bury the lead with something that will stroke the ego of a client or superior (an internal 
public), but instead write for someone who cares about the news and not about the internal 
dynamics of your organisation. In fact, one of your greatest challenges in writing a release 
may be to convince some of your internal publics that the purpose of the exercise is to get 
coverage, not to stroke their vanity (see figure 17.5).

Don’t write a lead like this Write a lead like this

The Chief General Manager, South-Eastern 
Region Division of Float8 Industries, Pty Ltd 
(incorporated in Australia and Singapore), Dr 
Ralph Hoskings, PhD, MSci., today announced 
the launch of a new Float8 product, the SuperLife 
Preserver. ‘This is a great day for Float8’, said 
Mr Hoskings. ‘We have developed and patented 
a new system in this preserver, whereby we 
have created high viscosity photoelectric cells 
integrated into the structure of the preserver.’

A new Australian invention that may save lives 
this summer was launched in Perth today. The 
SuperLife Preserver (worn by model Cyndi, left) 
has a unique patented solar pump. This pump 
draws its energy from the sun, running off solar 
cells that continually re-inflate the preserver. 
Ralph Hoskings of Float8’s office in Perth said: 
‘Summer is a time of fun, but it’s also a time when 
people, many of them kids, drown. The SuperLife 
may help to save a few lives.’

 FIGURE 17.4  Media editors 
as gatekeepers
Source: Adapted from Levine 
and Gendron (2002, pp. 118–25); 
Truin (2007, pp 163–77).

 FIGURE 17.5  Bad and good 
news leads in a media 
release
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When writing releases, also consider the functionality of the document design (see 
chapter 2). For example, if you are going to fax, mail, email or courier the release, use 
double-spaced text. This allows editors to actually work on it, to mark up changes they 
want to make. If you need to go to a second or third page, indicate that there is more to 
come (with ‘more’ at the end of each page). Also indicate where the release ends.

Media releases need to contain enough detail to inform and intrigue, but not to over-
whelm. Provide full contact details, so that the media can get back to you or another 
spokesperson at any time (including after hours). If the release’s information has no time 
constraints, write ‘For immediate release’ at the top. If information should not be released 
until a later time for whatever reason, write ‘Embargo (date, time)’ at the top.

Consider the style in which you write. You may choose to vary the style to match 
that of the target channel. Tabloid and broadsheet print media use different styles, the 
broadsheet style normally being more complex, with higher readability scores (see online 
chapters ‘Writing skills 3: style’ and ‘Media and communication’). Similar considerations 
apply to magazines and electronic media. The closer your style is to that of the target 
channel, the less work a time-strapped editor will need to spend on cutting it for final 
use. Structure your text using the inverted pyramid model (see online chapter ‘Media and 
 communication’). Ten classic news release mistakes are listed in figure 17.6.

Ten classic news release mistakes
1. Failure to provide a headline. It’s a news story and headlines articulate the theme. Subheadlines, too, are useful.
2. Boiler-plate. A first paragraph that jams in the client’s name, their title, the company, its location etc., while ignoring the primary 

theme of the release, kills it.
3. Spelling and grammatical errors. Very harmful to any release because it suggests its writer is either uneducated or the release 

was not proofread.
4. Punctuation errors. Because editors and reporters, as well as broadcast news personnel, make their living writing, these 

mistakes are ‘red flags’, raising doubts about the source of the release.
5. Hyperbole. The word from which we get the term ‘hype’, in which ordinary things are given extraordinary qualities. It’s 

instantaneously recognisable, creating barriers to credibility.
6. Documentation. Failure to attribute data to verifiable, independent sources diminishes credibility.
7. Contacts. Failure to provide the names, phones and/or fax numbers of informed, articulate spokesperson(s) renders a release 

useless.
8. Too long. The best releases are the briefest. Too much initial data can be a turn-off. If more is wanted, it will be requested.
9. Localise. Whenever possible, ‘localise’ the release.

10. Be accessible at all times. The best news release makes the media come to you. Opportunity ceases after the third ring of 
your phone.

Don’t try to include too much in a single release. It’s better simply to cover the basics 
in the release, and give additional material in other documents, such as fact sheets, back-
grounders, media kits and position papers.

Backgrounders
A backgrounder is a multipage document giving detailed treatment of a story or situation, usu-
ally in narrative rather than point-form layout. As the name suggests, it fills in the  background 
of a story, and there are not as many constraints on space as there are with the media release.

This is not, of course, an excuse to waffle or to indulge in self-serving hype and propa-
ganda. Bivins (2010) suggests the following approach to backgrounders:
■■ Open with a concise statement of the issue or subject on which the accompanying news 
release is based. Try to make it as interesting as possible. This opening statement should 
lead logically into the next section.

 FIGURE 17.6  Ten classic news release mistakes
Source: The Caruba Organization. Reproduced with permission of Alan Caruba.

Backgrounder: a document 
setting out the context of a 
situation; sometimes issued 
with a media release
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■■ Follow the opening with a historical overview of the issue. You should trace its evol-
ution (how it came to be) and the major events leading up to it. It is permissible here to 
use outside information.

■■ Work your way to the present. This is the meat of your backgrounder. You want to 
explain the issue you opened with and its significance. Be factual. Remember: a back-
grounder is an information piece, not an advertisement or the place to sell your com-
pany’s philosophy.

■■ Present the implications of the issue being discussed and point out the direction for 
future applications. Even though a backgrounder is a public relations piece, it needs to 
be carefully couched in fact-based information.

■■ Use subheads where appropriate. Subheads negate the need for elaborate transitions and 
allow you to order your information logically. Subheads need to be carefully chosen and 
should contribute to understanding.
Most backgrounders are four or five pages in length. Let your information dictate your 

length; however, don’t become long-winded or pad your document. Editors will recognise 
fluff immediately. The object of a backgrounder is to provide information and answer 
anticipated questions, nothing more.

Position papers
A position paper is a document (sometimes brief, sometimes longer) in which a position, 
standpoint or policy on a particular issue or set of circumstances is developed. Position 
papers rarely contain quotes of direct speech and they have a longer ‘shelf life’ than 
media releases — that is, they don’t go out of date so quickly. These papers can be pro-
duced and distributed, or else kept on hand should anyone request detailed information 
about where an organisation stands on a particular issue. Position papers are increasingly 
being posted on the internet. Rhody and Hackley (2006, p. 105) point out that the audi-
ence or public for position papers is usually small, but influential. They suggest a struc-
ture similar to this:
1. Start with a statement of the issue or problem, framing it as fairly as you can manage. 

If you skew this, you’ll lose credibility immediately.
2. Present your case, arguing reasonably. Find ways to tie your objectives to the interests 

of the target public.
3. Summarise and end with a strong statement of the action or conclusion justified by the 

argument you have presented.
A position paper can be a lot of work to write (Newsom & Haynes 2010, pp. 172):

Like the backgrounder, the position paper requires extensive research. Much of the information 
you need will be found in the backgrounder, so new research should be minimal. At this stage, 
however, you will need to solicit the input of management, which must scrutinize salient infor-
mation, sort out the pros and cons of alternative positions and then make a policy decision. 
Research on a problem may produce a backgrounder that results in a management decision to 
offer or support a solution. Then you may be asked to write a position paper.

Once that decision has been made, you can write a thorough position paper representing 
the company’s point of view. If PR professionals in the company are held in high esteem, 
management may ask that a proposed position be written and used as a basis for discussion. 
After modifications are completed and approved, a final version is prepared for distribution to 
 management and other publics.

Whenever a new issue surfaces, the public relations department should alert management 
to the need for a position paper. Recognizing an issue constitutes the first step in writing a 
 position paper.

Position paper: document 
setting out position, standpoint 
or policy on a particular issue 
or set of circumstances; 
sometimes issued with a 
media release
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Position papers, by their very nature, sometimes raise questions about fundamental 
policy that may not always occur with releases and backgrounders. Papers, like much of 
the better aspects of crisis communication can be two-way symmetric communication — 
they may lead to strategic reconsideration and feedback, which may in turn change the 
way the organisation commissioning the paper operates.

Fact sheets
A fact sheet (or data sheet) summarises data that helps give more depth to the basic release, 
often using point-form layout. More than one fact sheet relevant to one release may be 
created. Its simple construction sometimes means that it is the document in any media kit 
or press pack that is most looked at and used.

Profiles
Profiles are about people in the organisation. A curriculum vitae or resume can be attached, 
but don’t neglect personal interests (only release these with the person’s approval, of 
course). Journalists and editors are often looking for new angles or hooks to base a story 
on, preferably without yet another boring photo of a person at a desk answering a phone 
or writing. For example, if a profile mentions that the person likes to sail, and the accom-
panying release is about how the person is taking over as CEO, an editor might decide to 
budget for a photographer to take a shot of the person at the wheel of a vessel. The head-
line might be ‘New hands at the helm of Company X’, with the journalist using themes of 
sensing winds of change and being ready to outrun the storm. It can be corny, but it can 
also be less boring, and give insights into the person that readers might find interesting. 
Attach high-resolution photos in hard copy or on a CD. On a grimmer note, profiles can 
also be used as material for obituaries (Mahoney 2008).

Media kits
If a lot of information is to be given out to the target publics, perhaps a media kit or 
press kit could be considered. Such a kit contains print and other matter, usually pack-

aged in a folder. These can be expensive, but in the right 
circumstances may be worth the expense. Kits are some-
times given out at press or media conferences. A kit might 
 contain:
■■ the basic release
■■ fact sheets
■■ backgrounders
■■ position papers
■■ photographs of people involved, objects, sites
■■ CD-ROMs, DVDs or other digital materials
■■ contact details, profiles of personnel
■■  giveaway objects (e.g. bumper stickers, buttons, caps, 

posters, mouse pads, pens)
■■  details of photo opportunities (e.g. people doing things 

such as cutting ribbons or demonstrating a product).

ASSESS YOURSELF

Using print and online resources, try to find samples of releases, backgrounders, position papers, 
fact sheets and media kits.

Fact sheet: a short document 
setting out basic facts about a 
situation

Profile: a biographical 
sketch of a person within 
the organisation that is often 
accompanied by photographs

This Greenpeace media kit 
includes materials that might 
be issued to the media at a 
press conference.

Media kit: a package of 
informational and persuasive 
materials issued to the media
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Crisis communication
In Grunig and Hunt’s model (table 17.1), two-way symmetric communication involves 
public relations writing and strategies feeding back into an organisation’s policy and deci-
sion making. This type of feedback becomes especially important when an organisation is 

involved in a crisis (Mitroff, Pearson & Harrington 1996; 
Eunson & Warner 2000; Cohn 2008; Sapriel 2003; Elliott 
& Smith 2004; Coombs & Holladay, 2010).

Crises can be many and varied, but they usually 
involve high stress and potential damage for an organi-
sation because, suddenly, unwanted public attention is 
being focused on that organisation. For example, BP was 
forced into a public relations ‘crisis control mode’ after 
one of its oil rigs exploded in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, 
creating the largest marine oil spill in history. In the first 
16 weeks after the disaster, the company paid nearly 
$400 million in compensation payments (BP 2010). Such 
claims and the associated clean up operation is ongoing, 
with the environmental impact of the spill likely to be 
felt for years to come.

Let’s look at causes and solutions for crises, and see 
how crisis communication can help manage the short-term crisis and ensure that future 
crises do not happen, or do not happen so frequently1.

Issue definition
Crises are linked to issues. Generally speaking, an issue is something that is a concern or 
preoccupation of one of your stakeholders or publics (figure 17.7).

An issue is: A nonissue is:

■■ controversial
■■ often difficult to predict
■■ capable of stimulating strong opinions
■■ capable of having major impact on the 

organisation’s products and people
■■ likely to draw attention to the organisation

■■ uncontroversial
■■ easy to predict
■■ a routine event or process
■■ unlikely to have a major impact on the 

organisation’s products and people
■■ unlikely to draw attention to the organisation

In an ideal organisation, issues are anticipated and then built into the planning process. 
In actual organisations, of course, issues are often unanticipated and often not built into the 
planning process. You know that issues are surfacing when you hear trigger phrases like these:
■■ What are we going to do about .  .  .?
■■ I’ve noticed a trend towards .  .  . Do you see it too?
■■ How on earth did we let .  .  . sneak up on us?
■■ This .  .  . matter is becoming a major issue for us.
■■ We need an urgent meeting on .  .  . to consider our options.
■■ The major challenges facing this industry in the next five years are .  .  .
Issues are not always nasty surprises — they can benefit the organisation, for example, when:

■■ new markets open up

1.  Some of the material in this section is adapted from Eunson and Warner (2000).

BP was forced to engage 
in crisis communication 
following the damaging Gulf 
of Mexico oil spill in recent 
times.

Crisis communication: 
techniques and approaches 
that can help an organisation 
to better manage an 
emergency situation
Issue: something that is a 
concern or preoccupation of 
one of your stakeholders or 
publics

 FIGURE 17.7  Issues and 
nonissues
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■■ old, complacent ways of seeing things are turned upside down
■■ everyone in the organisation pulls together and new levels of achievement are reached 
in meeting a challenge.
Issues are not always things ‘out there’ — in the environment, beyond our control. 

Sometimes an organisation can create issues or be the agenda setter, the trendsetter, the 
market leader, the one to beat.

Environmental scanning and crisis control
Identifying issues sometimes goes by the jargon environmental scanning. The environment 
can be scanned, and issues identified, through the following means:
■■ Reading mainstream newspapers, magazines, trade journals
■■ Reading fringe literature, such as magazines put out by nonmainstream political, life-
style, advocacy, futurist and environmental groups

■■ Reading books by trend predictors and ‘futurologists’
■■ Clipping, photocopying, filing and cross-referencing research
■■ Subscribing to commercial clipping services
■■ Subscribing to electronic media monitoring services
■■ Searching the internet for keywords and phrases
■■ Gathering competitor intelligence (via general advertisements, job advertisements, annual 
reports and trade shows, and by the purchase and analysis of competitor products)

■■ Creating scenarios or ‘what-if’ projections
■■ Running brainstorming groups for those inside the organisation, and focus groups for 
those outside the organisation

■■ Listening to ‘boundary spanners’ (people within the organisation with strong formal and 
informal connections to the outside world, such as sales staff, purchasing staff, members 
of professional associations, people plugged into the community grapevine) (see ‘Boun-
dary spanners’ feature in chapter 16)

■■ Strategically listening to stakeholders
■■ Creating a climate of feedback within and outside the organisation (see ‘Feedback’ in 
chapter 10).

Transparency and communication
Completely effective issue identification depends on:
■■ perfect information
■■ high levels of effectiveness and frankness within the organisational culture (see ‘Organ-
isational culture and communication’ in chapter 16).
Truly perfect information does not exist, but what about the second factor? Do people 

feel that they can speak with complete frankness about the state of things within the 
organisation? Or do they feel that there is a shoot-the-messenger climate or culture or ethos, 
where anyone who reveals bad news about a situation will get punished for it (see ‘Bad 
culture 2: the culture of silence’ in chapter 16)?

After a situation has been identified, do people believe that impartial, unemotional 
problem solving will occur, or will there be a witch-hunt, a search for a scapegoat? When 
a crisis occurs in an organisation, and the media and stakeholders subject the organisa-
tion to scrutiny, it may well be that skeletons will be discovered in various closets. Such 
skeletons might include:
■■ unsafe work practices
■■ accidents just waiting to happen
■■ serious malfunctions that do not appear to have been detected by decision makers
■■ suspect, unprofessional or corrupt practices
■■ anything which, when discovered, will cause a scandal or uproar.

Environmental scanning: 
processes for detecting trends 
on the horizon

Shoot-the-messenger climate: 
a situation in organisations 
where those who point out bad 
news are punished, even if it is 
not their fault
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Then people within organisations may be heard to say:
■■ Why didn’t we know about this sooner?
■■ Nobody told us.
■■ We knew about it, but no-one would listen.
■■ We knew about it, but it doesn’t pay to shoot your mouth off around here.
■■ How could this have possibly happened without my knowing about it?
Skeletons only get hidden in closets if people feel that they had better not speak out. 

Truth-talkers and whistle-blowers may be punished or praised, and this uncertainty is 
not healthy for the day-to-day running of an organisation. And if skeletons in closets go 
undiscovered, so too may the ‘angels’ in the closets — the good news stories, the infor-
mation about achievements and positive situations. This means that decision makers not 
only do not get the bad news, but also may not get the good news either.

A shoot-the-messenger climate, then, is a major barrier to an organisation being trans-
parent. A high-transparency organisation has a free flow of information, and a proac-
tive, get-the-crisis-before-it-gets-us approach. A low-transparency organisation lacks such 
problem-solving approaches (figure 17.8) (Jahansoozi 2006; Welch & Rothberg 2006).

High-transparency organisations: Low-transparency organisations:

■■ Have high levels of trust
■■ Have effective flows of information — upwards, downwards, 

horizontally
■■ Are often creative and innovative because of this free flow of 

information
■■ Have weak internal and external grapevines (because truth 

drives out rumours)
■■ Have few skeletons in closets
■■ Have nothing to be ashamed of
■■ Have few crises of their own making
■■ Suffer few crises caused by outside events and issues
■■ Are able to cope with such crises as might arise because of 

high trust levels and rapid information and communication 
flows

■■ See mistakes as learning opportunities
■■ Solve problems by looking for causes, not symptoms
■■ Encourage feedback
■■ Welcome scrutiny by stakeholders and media
■■ Initiate communication with stakeholders and media
■■ Are rarely vulnerable to damage caused by crises and bad 

news

■■ Have low levels of trust
■■ Have ineffective flows of information — upwards, 

downwards, horizontally
■■ Are rarely creative and innovative, due to blocked free flow 

of information
■■ Have strong internal and external grapevines (because 

rumour fills a truth vacuum)
■■ Have many skeletons in closets
■■ Have numerous things to be ashamed of
■■ Have numerous crises of their own making
■■ Suffer numerous crises caused by outside events and 

issues
■■ Are rarely able to cope with crises that arise because 

of low trust levels and slow or blocked information and 
communication flows

■■ See mistakes as excuses for punishment
■■ Solve problems by looking for symptoms, not causes
■■ Have a shoot-the-messenger culture
■■ Fear scrutiny by stakeholders and media
■■ Rarely initiate communication with stakeholders and media
■■ Are vulnerable to damage caused by crises and bad news

ASSESS YOURSELF

Consider at least one organisation you are familiar with. Where would you place it on the 
transparency continuum? Justify your answer.

Low
transparency

High
transparency

High-transparency 
organisation: an organisation 
with excellent internal and 
external communication 
processes; tends not to be 
crisis-prone
Low-transparency 
organisation: an organisation 
with poor internal and external 
communication processes; 
tends to be crisis-prone

 FIGURE 17.8  Transparency in organisations
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Communicating with the media in a crisis
Even high-transparency organisations have crises, however. A crisis is an issue threatening 
to get out of control. In crisis or noncrisis situations, the essence of good public communi-
cation is communicating differentially — that is, knowing what strategy will work with one 
particular target public, and what strategy will be disastrously counterproductive. Typical 
mismatchings of strategy to situation are:
■■ calling a press conference to announce something relatively minor (a press release would 
be more effective, and less likely to irritate media representatives)

■■ having staff with poor communication skills escort a group of VIPs on a plant tour
■■ issuing the same generic press release to all media outlets, without customising the 
releases to highlight different angles

■■ having a relatively junior spokesperson be the only person available for comment at the 
site of a major crisis

■■ threatening editors with removal of advertising if they don’t kill a story unfavourable to 
your organisation (it only makes them more determined, and they may publicise your threat)

■■ issuing only glossy general brochures to specialist technical journalists
■■ expecting treatment from a metropolitan daily to be the same as the service you have 
been receiving from a local paper

■■ sending a document (annual report, newsletter) to an individual representing a major 
stakeholder with an impersonal covering letter

■■ filling the in-house newsletter with absurdly optimistic propaganda during a crisis, or 
not mentioning the crisis at all

■■ making clumsy attempts to get staff to masquerade as neutral parties by writing letters 
and ringing talkback radio with scripted responses.
By contrast, effective communication with the media and your publics will be based 

on the creation of a sensible mix of media releases, backgrounders, fact sheets, position 
papers and media kits, together with running media conferences, being interviewed, and 
talking to the media in a variety of formal and informal settings.

Communication language
When communicating with the media — written documents, face to face or via electronic 
means — it is wise to choose your words carefully, and use the five Cs. That is, ensure that 
your communication is concise, clear, cool, concrete and concerned.

Concise language
Time is scarce on television and radio, but it is also scarce with print journalists who have 
deadlines and need a succinct snapshot of what an event or crisis is about. There is a great 
need to get your message across without waffle or technical detail. Broadcast journalists 
sometimes speak of ‘grabs’ — short, succinct phrases that an editor can ‘grab’ or easily 
identify and select from an interview recording (figure 17.9). People who can communicate 
succinctly and with style are sometimes referred to by media professionals as good ‘talent’.

Good grab Bad grab

The report is not a threat to us. In fact, we think 
it’s not all that good. Quite a few of the facts 
and figures are out of date, and you have to 
wonder how they reached some conclusions. 
We have issued a fact sheet where we rebut the 
claims one by one, and that will also appear in 
tomorrow’s press.

The report is somewhat worrying for us, in that 
some sections appear to reflect negatively upon 
some of our products, and we have reservations 
about the currency of some of the data used 
and the validity of some of the conclusions 
reached.

 FIGURE 17.9  Grabs — good 
and bad
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Good talent give good grabs; they speak fluent grabspeak. A good grab is characterised by:
■■ short sentences
■■ fairly short words
■■ colourful, imaginative language, including perhaps an analogy, a metaphor, a figure of 
speech or even slang or humour

■■ a personal feel
■■ vocabulary and expression that summarise a complex situation
■■ variety of pitch and tone
■■ confident delivery.

Another aspect of the scarcity of media time 
is that, even in extended interview situations, 
you will not have time to get across all of the 
points you want. In an interview lasting a few 
minutes, you will be lucky to get three brief 
major points across, even though you may 
have more that might require explanations. If 
you don’t learn to edit yourself, then someone 
else will, and you may feel that your words 
have been distorted or that you have been mis-
represented.

A good way to prepare for a media inter-
view, or a discussion with a stakeholder or 
public is to determine what you would like to 

say, what you must say and what can be said in other ways. Figure 17.10 demonstrates an 
example of an executive preparing for a radio interview about a chemical spill at a plant.

This is a priority-setting exercise. Our executive would not get a chance to get all of 
this information across in a 12-second grab on a radio bulletin, or a 25-second grab on 
the evening television news, or a 30-word direct quote and paraphrase in an article in 
tomorrow’s newspapers.

When communicating with the media, therefore, you need to plan your:
■■ first priority — your 2–4 ‘must’ says
■■ second priority — your 2–6 ‘like to’ says
■■ third priority — any number of points you can get across using other means. You might 
circulate your most meaningful communication using other means.
Be warned: grabspeak can be overdone. If done all the time, it can sound gimmicky, 

super-slick and insincere. In longer interviews, mix pace and delivery, switching from 
grabs to longer sentences and longer words.

Must say Like to say Other channels

1. The spill is under 
control.

2. No-one has been 
hurt.

3. A full 
investigation is 
under way.

1. The chemical concerned is a 
new fully biodegradable one.

2. The chemical is used in a 
wide variety of medical and 
therapeutic applications, 
such as forming the medium 
for anaesthetic gases.

3. The plant has recently 
installed new safety 
procedures, which worked 
extremely effectively during 
the crisis.

1. Issue a press release, including fact 
sheets on the plant and the chemical.

2. Place advertisements in local and 
metropolitan newspapers outlining 
the facts.

3. Send out personally signed letters of 
reassurance by priority mail or courier 
to all residents living near the plant.

4. Have panel of experts ready to be 
interviewed on the safety of plant and 
chemical.

5. Issue press release, fact sheets and 
other information on company website.

Grabspeak: succinct 
expression of a situation

Journalists are often looking 
for good ‘grabs’ — short, 
succinct phrases that an 
editor can easily select from 
an interview recording. 
Politicians are aware of this, 
and often use short, ‘catchy’ 
phrases in interviews, press 
conferences and debates.

 FIGURE 17.10  Priorities in 
response
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Clear language
Clear language has a minimum number of nominalisations, tautologies and clichés (see 
online chapter 4 ‘Writing skills: plain English’). But there is more to it than that. Every 
organisation tends to have its own specialised language, using technical terms, abbrevi-
ations, acronyms, slang, idioms and figures of speech. It’s quite common for departments 
within organisations to have their own jargon, and perhaps sections of departments also 
have their own jargon. Jargon can be a very useful way of speeding up communication, 
but it can also be a way in which an organisation, department, section or even profession 
defends itself against outsiders. Therefore, jargon can be a major barrier to communication 
and transparency.

When communicating with the outside world, we need to engage in continual self-
editing to ensure that we are not using a private language in a public communication 
situation. For example, consider a situation in which a representative of a toy manu-
facturer is asked: Is your product a danger to children? A bad response is loaded with 
jargon, which probably makes eminent sense among the speaker’s professional, technical 
colleagues. But in an interview situation, that group is not the audience being communi-
cated with (figure 17.11).

Unclear response Clear response

Our A912 toy has passed rigorous ISO9000 
testing with respect to its voltage parameters, 
and intensive sampling and statistical 
control reduces error to 0.001 per cent, and 
thus the chances of humans being injured 
in any way is commensurately remote. 
There may be confusion in the minds of the 
ill-informed about conversion from US to 
Australian earthing, and the voltage versus 
the wattage or amperage of the unit, but 
these are all within industrial standard 
tolerances.

The Rocker Quokka is a very safe toy [holds 
up toy]. My own kids play with it, and the 
same goes for our 190 employees — all of 
their kids play with it too, and have done since 
it came out in 1989. We won’t put dangerous 
toys on the market. The SupaToy brand 
means safety, style and fun at affordable 
prices, and that’s the way we’re going to keep 
it. Any production process will create a few 
duds, but we catch those before they get out 
the door.

Cool language
Cool language shows that the speaker has not lost control of the situation. When com-
municating with the media and with stakeholders or publics, it is important to use lan-
guage that cannot be misconstrued and taken out of context. This is particularly true when 
dealing with the media, where hundreds or thousands of words can be edited (because of 
space or time) to create an impression that is vastly different to the one that the speaker 
believed he or she was conveying.

It is also important not to respond to loaded language, or at least not to respond by 
merely repeating the words and without challenging the attitudes behind them (often 
provocation to elicit a response). If a spokesperson for an organisation does not appear to 
be cool and in control — in other words, appears panicked — then a sequence of panics 
may ensue, thus making the situation worse. Panics may result in a loss of share values, 
customer accounts, goodwill and reputation and even a loss of life.

Panic language is obviously conveyed through words, yet it also can be conveyed 
through verbal inflection and volume. Figure 17.12 (see overleaf) has some examples of 
panic language and cool language.

 FIGURE 17.11  Clear versus 
unclear language
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Panic language Cool language

We don’t know what’s going on. The situation is not clear at the moment.

God knows how many people are 
dead in there.

Yes, we do hold grave fears for some of our people in there.

It’s just out of control! We are having difficulty controlling it.

Get out while you can! Please evacuate the area now.

This is not to say that spokespersons should always express themselves like unfeeling 
robots. It is ethical human communication, not to say believable communication, to sin-
cerely express certain emotions and states of mind (particularly sympathy, regret and 
urgency) in crisis situations. In situations where life or limb is threatened, it makes sense 
to communicate directly and loudly.

Nevertheless, a spokesperson is regarded as the public face and voice of an organisation 
during a crisis, and as such is performing a vital leadership role. Cool language acts as an 
antidote to panic, and thus helps the situation, rather than hinders it.

Concrete language
Concrete language is language that relates to the real world, rather than a world of abstrac-
tions. Abstract language is similar to jargon and style features (such as nominalisation) in 
that it conveys a bureaucratic, unreal feel to the communication process. Abstraction can 
be detected in certain word usage patterns, and should wherever possible be replaced with 
more concrete, plain English terms.

Concreteness can also be aided by the use of analogies, metaphors, proportions, percent-
ages and figures of speech (figure 17.13).

Abstract expression Concrete expression

The amount spilled is approximately 
50 000 litres.

We think the amount spilled is about 50  000 litres. That’s about 
enough to fill three average backyard swimming pools; but 
in the bay itself, it’s roughly equivalent to half a teaspoon in a 
swimming pool.

We are re-examining our archives to 
see if there is any substance in the 
applicant’s claim, but this is a time-
intensive process.

We’ve put four of our best analysts onto looking at Mrs 
Martin’s claim, but it takes time. Each file is this thick [shows 
file], and our back files contain over 18 000 files. That’s enough 
to fill up this room to the ceiling and the walls.

Concerned language
Concerned language shows that you are emotionally in tune with what is happening in the 
world outside the organisation. It’s about seeing things from the point of view of others. 
This can be done by using direct, compassionate real-world language, rather than cold 
bureaucratic gobbledegook (figure 17.14).

Gobbledegook Concerned language

It is not the company’s policy to 
indicate our position vis-a-vis 
anyone involved in this situation.

We regret what has happened to the men working in that 
section, and will do everything in our power to help them.

I am unable to comment on that at 
the present moment.

I’m sorry. We made a mistake, and now we will try to create a 
better situation.

 FIGURE 17.12  Cool versus 
panic language

 FIGURE 17.13  Concrete 
versus abstract language

 FIGURE 17.14  Concerned 
language versus 
gobbledegook
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There can sometimes be legal problems with using concerned and compassionate lan-
guage, as it can suggest liability, and thus can be used as a basis for legal prosecution of 
your organisation at a later stage. It is always wise to seek legal advice before issuing any 
type of public communication.

Feeding back: from crisis tactics 
to organisational strategy
Crises should lead to organisational learning. In other words, two-way symmetrical 
 communication should take place so that the factors and policies that led to a crisis are 
removed or modified, and replaced with factors and policies that reflect a more proactive 
and transparent approach. In low-transparency organisations, public relations and crisis 
communication will be seen simply as window dressing and a fancier way to lie. This 
is not only unethical, but also incompetent — those who do not learn from history are 
 condemned to repeat it.
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SUMMARY
In this chapter we considered different models of public relations. We saw that public 
relations is a type of applied communication, and that practitioners of public relations 
perform numerous functions, including advising management on strategy and policy 
issues; developing an organisation’s public relations program; answering public and media 
enquiries; issuing news releases and statements; writing and publishing newsletters, house 
magazines, annual reports, pamphlets and other publications; monitoring public opinion 
and the organisation’s image and suggesting action where necessary; and managing stake-
holder communication during an issue or crisis incident. We saw that such practitioners 
communicate with stakeholders, who might include shareholders, investors, staff and man-
agement, customers, suppliers, governments, media, unions and labour, secondary cus-
tomers, neighbours and partners in joint ventures. We looked at concepts such as situation 
analysis, communication strategies, channels and tools, and publics. We considered tech-
niques involved in the production of media releases, backgrounders, fact sheets, profiles 
and position papers. We discussed transparency in organisations, and the way in which 
internal and external communication are linked. Finally, we considered what is involved 
in crisis communication, and how communicating with publics can be helped by the use 
of concise, clear, cool, concrete and concerned language — noting that lessons learned in 
crises need to be fed back into organisational strategy if transparency and effectiveness 
are to be valued.

KEY  TERMS

backgrounder p. 563
campaign p. 557
crisis communication p. 566
environmental scanning 

p. 567
fact sheet p. 565
grabspeak p. 570
high-transparency   

organi sation p. 568
issue p. 566

low-transparency  
organi sation p. 568

media kit p. 565
media release p. 560
position paper p. 564
profile p. 565
pseudo-event p. 553
public information  

model p. 553
publicity model p. 553

public p. 556
shoot-the-messenger climate 

p. 567
spin p. 552
tools p. 560
two-way asymmetric  

model p. 554
two-way symmetric  

model p. 554

REV IEW QUEST IONS
1. Reference is made to the press as the ‘fourth estate’ and public relations as the ‘fifth 

estate’. What historical model is this based on, and is it still relevant? Can you think of 
any ‘sixth estates’?

2. What are the four models of public relations?
3. Identify at least four different publics.
4. List at least three things that public relations practitioners do.
5. What differences and similarities are there between media releases, backgrounders, fact 

sheets, profiles and position papers?
6. List at least three faults in some media releases.
7. Identify at least three methods of environmental scanning.
8. List at least three characteristics of nontransparent organisations.
9. What are the five Cs of crisis communication?

STUDENT STUDY GUIDE
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APPL I ED  ACT IV I T I ES
1. Using print and online sources, find examples of media releases, backgrounders, 

profiles, fact sheets and position papers.
2. Evaluate the documents located. Are they successful or unsuccessful? Why?
3. Locate a backgrounder, position paper or release, and create a fact sheet from the text(s).
4. Using print and online sources, track the use of media releases in media stories.
5. Locate copies of complete public relations campaigns (e.g. the Public Relations Institute 

of Australia Golden Target Awards, issued yearly; see table 17.2). Evaluate at least two 
campaigns.

6. Create good and bad examples of concise, clear, cool, concrete and concerned 
language.

7. Draw up a plan for environmental scanning for an organisation you are familiar with.
8. Identify an organisation that is currently receiving negative publicity. Monitor the 

organisation through its print and online documents. Evaluate the effectiveness of its 
crisis communication.

WHAT  WOULD  YOU  DO?
Masha Tolenko rushed into the Hyperoil managing director’s office. About ten people were 
watching a widescreen display, and none of them had happy expressions. The screen was 
split four ways. Each of the four television sources focused on the same event: the massive 
spill of oil from the Aphrodite oil rig; Hyperoil’s biggest. The Aphrodite was the main 
source of oil for the Caribbean nation of La Planta. It was also responsible for driving 
a thriving and critical export trade. Everyone in the room lived in Esperanza, a small 
city populated by chemical engineers, drivers, drillers, pilots and divers, as well as a sup-
port network of shop owners, families and teachers. Esperanza was 80 kilometres away.

Raoul Spinks, head of public communications, moved to the shoulder of Jack Williams, 
the managing director. ‘What do you want me to do? We can spin it. I’ve already located 
a marine ecologist at Central University who’s willing to go on camera and say harmless 
chemical dispersants will solve the problem, and I’ve also lined up a weather guy who’s 
willing to say that there’s a powerful storm heading this way, which will break up the sur-
face slick!’

‘Yeah, and a storm like that could be the final straw for the bits of drill still intact 
underwater, not to mention the rig itself!’ snapped Williams.

‘Ah, Jack’, said operations manager Kate Messenger. I’ve already had unofficial offers of 
help from Five Star oil and PB gas/oil. I think we should take it.’

‘Oh yeah’, retorted Raoul, ‘and let them see our new drill heads! Great! We can get out 
of this ourselves, thanks! You do realise, Jack, that protest groups are already campaigning 
with “Shut down Aphrodite NOW!” signs with oil-soaked seals. It is very touching. This 
could wipe us out, not to mention Esperanza! Listen. Let me wheel out this ecology guy — 
I’ve already got him talking to a PR company in La Planta, briefing them on cute colour 
graphics of how the dispersants will fix it .  .  . They probably will, you know; and how the 
drill break is only a temporary one. I can roll the whole thing out, with Jack doing a media 
conference with all that, in 24 hours!’

‘Masha’, said Jack, ‘you’ve got the freshest set of eyes here. What’s your take on this?’
Masha, somewhat overwhelmed (and a bit naïve, perhaps) stuttered a reply: ‘Well, in 

the PR course I’m studying, the new emphasis is on transparency, which I suppose would 
mean a big conference with Jack apologising for the break. Run with the ecologist and the 
graphics, but line up a counter view from a rival ecologist. Everyone’s got a rival! And 
then accept the help from Five Star and PB, and we’ll fly the three general managers out 
to the safe parts of the rig, looking at the dispersant tanks, talking to the guys still out 
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there, and back on solid ground, commiserating with the widows, giving them one million 
dollars each, and offering good wages to volunteers to help clean up the birds, seals and 
fish that have got this gunk on them — all on TV! I’ve talked with Matty Briars, in engi-
neering, and he says that other companies have known about our drill bits for years, so 
there’s no security problem! Make Jack the big man, saying Hyperoil takes full responsi-
bility for the spill, and that we will do everything to compensate for damage!’

‘Hmmm’, said Jack. ‘It’s a bit upfront, but it might work!’
‘Just a minute’, said Shelley Hack, a tough assistant general manager with extensive 

legal and financial experience. ‘If we do this, we accept legal responsibility for everything, 
and we’ll be tied up in legal suits for years, which could break us — which wouldn’t be 
too hard, if you’ve seen my urgent email about low cashflow! It will wipe us out, not to 
mention Esperanza. Everyone in this room lives there, and Hyperoil and La Planta will be 
condemned as environmental criminals!’

Questions
1. This case study scenario is hypothetical and features fictitious characters. Go online 

and research how BP handled its public communication efforts in relation to their 
massive oil spill off the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. Analyse BP’s subsequent media 
releases in terms of language and transparency, and the general effectiveness of their 
crisis communication.

2. In terms of this fictitious case study, is Raoul a villain, or in fact the realist in the 
group? Justify your answer.

3. Is Masha’s plan too unrealistic? Justify your answer.
4. If Jack does follow Masha’s plan, what should he do about announcing an 

investigation to ensure this never happens again?
5. Following the guidelines for communication language, write a speech for Jack’s media 

conference.
6. Looking at figure 17.8, analyse why this fiasco happened.
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